
INSTAGRAM INSIDER SECRETS FREE COURSE

The Complete Roadmap To Growing Your Instagram, Beating The
Algorithm & Building A Highly Engaged Following in 2022

Watch until the end to learn how to get the entire step-by-step Instagram growth framework 
(+5 Courses + Lifetime Mentorship Community. Limited time offer)

Save Your Seat In The IG BlackFile™ 3.0
(+ LIMITED Special Offer + Bonuses)

Here's What You'll Get
You will never need another program again to succeed on Instagram

The IG Black File™ is the only implementation program of its kind that not only shows you exactly how to build

your Instagram with highly engaging fans in 2022 — but how to to turn those fans into actual income.

BY THE END OF THIS PROGRAM, YOU'LL HAVE

Nailed down on a proven and validated niche (most people do not have a validated niche,

contrary to what they think)

Branded & positioned yourself to become an opinion leader (with our expert positioning

framework. And yes - everybody can become one, regardless of where you stand and what you

do)

Built a strong Instagram foundation that sets you up to get true fans and is optimized for the

algorithm and fit for algorithm changes

Become an Instagram Algorithm Pro (understanding every inch of the algorithms, how they play

together and what you can do to give you massive reach)

Developed a bulletproof content strategy (creating content that builds demand, feeds the

algorithm and make your engagement explode)

Implemented the latest IG growth strategies (to get laser targeted, organic Instagram growth -

without having to be afraid of shadow-bans and whatnot)

Created & launched products your followers are waiting to buy (ever tried selling something to

your audience and nothing happened? Not anymore!)

PLUS, GET ACCESS TO AN EXCLUSIVE BONUS STACK DESIGNED
TO GET YOU OFF THE GROUND FAST AND ACCELERATE YOUR
RESULTS

The IGBF 3.0 BONUS STACK

Enroll in the IG BlackFile Now:

Save $$$ & Pay in Full

$799

Payment Plan

$249x4

This offer is only available ue timer hits zero 

Full Instagram Creator Growth Bundle

More Information about the IG BlackFile™ 3.0

Regular Price: $1,199

Your Price Today: $799
IG BlackFile 3.0 Bundle + Mentorship Community Lifetime + All Bonuses

NEW Mentorship Group Access

Lifetime Access To 
Dominik's Instagram Mentorship Group

Get weekly Instagram algorithm updates, insider information you won't find on the open internet and in-depth tutorials

about the latest Instagram strategies and changes as well as direct access to Dominik to never feel stuck again. 

We also host monthly in-depth IG profile reviews and more!

Enroll Now In The IG BlackFile™ 3.0

Get Your Seat In The IGBF Program

NEW: Private Mentorship
Community
Platform

Get weekly algorithm updates,

additional lessons AND direct

access to Dominik in our new and

completely revamped IGBF

mentorship community.

We also have monthly profile

reviews and multiple sections to

keep you accountable & never be

stuck again on your journey.

LIFETIME ACCESS

Copy&Paste Funnels +
Templates 
(value: $1,997):

Supercharge your learning

experience with checklists, cheat

sheets & worksheets that will lead

you exactly where you need to be. 

Also, you get access to my

plug&play winning funnels and

email swipe files that I currently

run to make money - ready to be

implemented for you.

Agency In A Box
(value: $1,997):

Ever thought about creating your

own Instagram agency? Well, with

the knowledge you gain in this

program - you certainly have all

the tools at your hand. 

In this exclusive bonus I'll be

breaking down the inner workings

of my agency, the exact growth

methods we use to grow our

clients & all of our funnels we use

to get high paying clients.

YouTube Mastery 
(value: $997):

Pay in Full Bonus Only

For Action Takers I'm throwing in

my secret YouTube Academy,

where I'll show you how I grew my

brand on YouTube with all of my

steps and algorithm secrets I

figured out through the years. 

Mastermind Vault 
(value: $997):

Get an exclusive access to

mentorship recordings that go

deep into the matter of building a

personal brand on social media. 

Case Studies 
(value: $997):

I will literally "funnel hack" you -

reverse engineering my products

with tell-all case studies that make

me $20k+ every month. And if I

can do it, you can too!

Post & Carousel
Templates (value: $49):

Instagram is all about being visual.

Get access to a special vault of

highly converting Carousel

templates & tutorials, Post

Overlays that 10x our clients'

engagement.

IG Marketer Certificate
(value: $2,000):

Are you ready to become

certified? Does your boss pay for

education? 

Upon completion of our program

you will receive a certificate, that

you've taken part in the world's

most advanced Instagram®,

marketing course on the market.

THESE BONUSES
ARE ONLY
AVAILABLE DURING
THE SPECIAL
OFFER

Yes, I Want These
Bonuses!

Ready To Get Started?

Join The IG BlackFile™ Fam And Get
The IG BlackFile 3.0 Core Modules ($1,997 value)
Lifetime Access To All Future Updates ($1,299 value)
Lifetime Access To Private Mentorship Community ($2,599 value)
IG ReelsDomination Course ($997 value)
IGBF 3.0 Bonus Stack: 5 Courses + Templates + Checklists & Cheatsheets ($9,034 value)

Total Value: $15,926

Regular Price: $1,199 (without bonuses)

Your Price: $799
or 4 Payments of $249 each

Enroll Now In The IG BlackFile™ 3.0

Enroll Now In The IG BlackFile™ 3.0

NEW Full Course Included

ReelsDomination

The Exact Strategy Behind 1B+ Views Deconstructed

Reels Domination teaches you in-depth how to create wildly successful Reels that not

only get massive views, but also convert over to followers using our ACAB framework

We cover:

✅  The Reels Algorithm & How To Unlock      Reach
✅  Content Strategy Mapped Out &      Research
✅  Shooting & Editing Hacks To Get      Results Fast
✅  Growth & Conversion Hacks: Turn      Views Into Followers
✅  Deconstructing Viral Reels & How To      Replicate It

+ YouTube Academy Bonus

Bundle + Bonuses Expire on Tuesday at 11:59 pm PDT 06
DAYS

16
HRS

38
MIN

44
SEC

ENROLL NOW
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